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1 Introduction

The trade-o� between joint interests and antagonistic interests is a general phe-

nomenon which can often be observed in political economics. It is particularly rele-

vant whenever a group of economic agents unites their e�orts in order to receive a

large amount of money for the total group, but also splits their e�orts because every

individual agent wants to get a high personal share of the total money. In this paper

we consider various bureaucrats who are part of a department. They share a total

departmental budget which is appropriated by a sponsor, be it the parliament or a

minister. Every single bureaucrat wants to administrate an individual budget that

is as high as possible. A high individual budget results if a bureaucrat gets a high

share of a high departmental budget. Therefore, all bureaucrats together participate

in joint lobbying to get a high departmental budget. However, every bureaucrat will

also engage in antagonistic lobbying against his co-bureaucrats in order to induce the

sponsor to appropriate a high individual budget to his personal bureau. Antagonistic

lobbying constitutes a contest among bureaucrats.

There are many examples which can be used to illustrate the interplay between

joint and antagonistic lobbying in economic practice. Consider the usual process of

budgeting. National defense, for instance, is awarded a total sum of money by the

parliament. All generals unite in joint lobbying to attain a high defense budget.

But, of course, the army, the navy, and the air force will engage in antagonistic

lobbying to increase their individual sub-budgets. Alternatively, think of a group of

scienti�c researchers who apply for a total grant which is split among the various

professors. The interest in a high total budget will induce joint lobbying e�orts, the

interest in a high personal share in this budget will induce antagonistic lobbying.

Finally, consider problems of �scal federalism, where states get �scal grants from

the federal government. All states will unite in joint lobbying to reap a high share

of all taxpayers' money for the group of the states. However, at the same time,

antagonistic lobbying takes place, because every state will want to increase its share

at the expense of the other states.

To capture the essentials of the particular trade-o� between joint and antag-

onistic lobbying we set up a contest model which on the one hand builds on the

tradition of rent-seeking models, but on the other hand exhibits special features

which have not yet been addressed in the literature on lobbying.

(i) The bureaucrats do not engage in a winner-take-it-all contest, they compete

for a share of a divisible budget and not for the whole of an indivisible budget. This is

in contrast to much of the literature on rent-seeking contests as, for instance, Tullock
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(1980, 1984), Hillman and Katz (1984), Hillman and Samet (1987) and Ursprung

(1990).

(ii) The bureaucrat's lobbying e�orts inuence both their share in the budget

and the total budget. This feature, in itself, is not new. In Chung (1996), Hausken

(1995a,b, 2000), and Van Long and Vousden (1987: section II) each individual's

lobbying e�ort bene�ts the agents by increasing the share of the prize they get

(a private good) and by increasing the total prize to be allocated to the agents (a

public good). So the core of these models is a twofold positive e�ect of the individual

lobbying e�orts. However, while there are many cases where this assumption is

meaningful (see the examples in Chung, 1996: 56-57), the above speci�cation does

not cope with the special cases mentioned in the beginning of the introduction to this

paper. These special cases cannot be characterized by the interplay of two positive

e�ects of individual lobbying. Rather, we have a positive and a negative e�ect: the

amount of e�ort spent to reap a larger share of the budget is lost for the joint

e�ort which is needed to increase the budget itself. This idea is similar in spirit to

Skaperdas and Grofman (1995) who investigate voting contests where the political

candidates have one unit of time or resource that they can allocate between positive

campaigning (which attracts undecided voters) and negative campaigning (which

reduces the number of undecided voters a competitor would have attracted in the

absence of negative campaigning).1

(iii) We do not model a rent-seeking contest where the contestants spend money

to gain a prize or part of a price. In contrast, in our model the agents spend time

to inuence the sponsor. The total time endowment for lobbying is exogenously

given and normalized to unity and it is divided by any individual bureaucrat into

time spent for antagonistic lobbying and time spent for joint lobbying. This is in

strong contrast to most of the usual lobbying models which deal with campaign

contributions and the like, that is, with monetary expenditures whose total amount

is not exogenously given { on the contrary, its endogenous determination is the

basis of rent dissipation and the literature then asks the question of how far various

institutional settings inuence the extent of rent dissipation. The present paper

has nothing to do with rent dissipation, it is directed at totally di�erent questions,

in particular, at the incentive e�ects that various income schedules exert on the

lobbying e�orts of public-sector employees and civil servants.

(iv) We distinguish various types of bureaucratic incomes:

� exogenously �xed incomes,

� incentive incomes which alternatively depend on the total departmental budget or
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on the individual sub-budget which is administrated by the bureaucrat in question.

It will be shown that incentive incomes do not necessarily lead to lobbying strategies

which di�er from those chosen in the case of �xed incomes.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the model, de�ning how

joint lobbying determines the total departmental budget und how antagonistic lob-

bying characterizes the contest among the bureaucrats. The model extends Skaper-

das's (1992) approach by the explicit inclusion of bureaucratic income schedules and

by explicit constraints on the individual budgets the bureaucrats have to adminis-

trate. In Section 3 we present the Nash equilibrium in lobbying e�orts. We deal

with existence and uniqueness and give an overview of the various possible types of

lobbying equilibria. Section 4 is devoted to the characterization of several interesting

types of equilibria, namely full cooperation (no antagonistic lobbying), polarization

(one agent fully concentrates on antagonistic lobbying, the other fully concentrates

on joint lobbying), and split lobbying (interior solutions for both lobbying e�orts of

both agents). Finally, in Section 5 we show that any bureaucrat spends as much

money as possible for pure waste, regardless of whether he is paid a �xed income or

any sort of incentive income. A brief conclusion follows. There are several appendices

which will be sent to the reader on request.

2 The model

We consider a department which consists of two bureaucrats. The sponsor, for exam-

ple the minister or the parliament, appropriates a departmental budget to �nance

a particular project which is jointly produced by both bureaucrats. However, the

bureaucrats do not draw personal satisfaction from the total departmental budget,

but only from the individual budgets they have to administrate, which are some

shares of the total departmental budget. Therefore, the bureaucrats engage in dou-

ble lobbying: they lobby jointly to get a high departmental budget, and they lobby

antagonistically to get a high individual share in this total budget. We assume that

the bureaucrats spend xi; i = 1; 2 time units for joint lobbying and yi time units

for antagonistic lobbying, where xi + yi = 1. The assumption of an exogenously

�xed time endowment for lobbying may seem to be restrictive. However, the quali-

tative results of the paper remain unchanged if the total time spent for lobbying is

endogenized. This is shown in Appendix A.4.

The e�ects of the various types of lobbying are captured by the following

Assumptions 1 and 2. Lobbying is private information, and cannot be veri�ed
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before a court.

Assumption 1 (joint lobbying): The total departmental budget B(x1; x2) is a

function of the joint-lobbying e�orts x1 and x2. The budget-formation function is

twice continuously di�erentiable. It exhibits positive but non-increasing marginal

products, B1 > 0, B2 > 0, B11 � 0 and B22 � 0.2 The cross derivative B12 can be

zero, positive, or negative. B(0; 0) = 0; B(1; 1) = B.

The budget-formation function B(x1; x2) can be interpreted in the same way

as a standard production function that abstracts from the exact technological and

organizational details of the production process. How e�ective an agent is in his

joint lobbying is measured by his marginal product Bi. The budget is bounded both

from above and from below. First, B(1; 1) = B is the maximum budget which can

be achieved by joint lobbying, so there is no danger that an in�nite budget might

arise, even in the special case where the budget-formation function exhibits constant

returns to scale.3 Second, B(0; 0) = 0 is the minimum budget: joint lobbying is a

necessary condition for any budget, since the sponsor would not even know of the

project unless he learned of it by the lobbying of the bureaucrats. The normalization

to zero has been made for convenience. The analysis would become more complicated

without further economic insight if we assumed that B(0; 0) = B
min, with Bmin as a

minimum budget which the sponsor in any case would appropriate for the realization

of the project at stake. Note that the combination of the assumptionsB(0; 0) = 0 and

Bi > 0; i = 1; 2 implies that B(0; x2) > 0 and B(x1; 0) > 0. This excludes budget-

formation functions where a budget is only appropriated if both bureaucrats engage

in joint lobbying.4 Therefore, situations in which one bureaucrat fully specializes in

antagonistic lobbying may be equilibria of the game with a non-zero departmental

budget.

Let us next turn to the individual budgets of the two bureaucrats. The bureau-

crats engage in a lobbying contest to try to get as high a share of the departmental

budget as possible. The antagonistic-lobbying e�orts yi determine the splitting of

the departmental budget: the more time an agent devotes to antagonistic lobbying,

the higher his individual share.

Assumption 2 (antagonistic lobbying): p is the share of the budget that

is �nally administrated by bureaucrat 1, a share (1 � p) is administrated by

bureaucrat 2. These shares depend on the antagonistic-lobbying e�orts y1 and y2.

The contest-success function p(y1; y2) is twice continuously di�erentiable and has

the following properties:
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� p(y1; y2) 2 [0; 1] 8 y1; y2 2 [0; 1] (share of the budget),

� p1 > 0, p2 < 0, p11 < 0, p22 > 05 (antagonistic lobbying yi has positive but

decreasing marginal products),

� p(y1; y2) = 1� p(y2; y1) (anonymity of agents).

Note that the anonymity of agents implies that equal lobbying induces equal

budgets, p(y; y) = 1=2. Assumption 2 de�nes a contest-success function. How e�ec-

tive an agent is in his antagonistic lobbying is measured by pi, his marginal success in

increasing his share of the departmental budget. As an example of a contest-success

function the reader may refer to Tullock's (1980) ratio model p = y1=(y1 + y2),

which exhibits decreasing marginal e�ectiveness of antagonistic-lobbying e�orts. As-

sumption 2 of this paper can be ful�lled by the Tullock ratio model, except for

y1 = y2 = 0:6 On the other hand, Assumption 2 is not ful�lled by Hirshleifer's

(1989) logistic contest-success function p = 1=(1 + exp(k(y2 � y1)), which implies

convexity of p if y1 < y2 and concavity thereafter.7

The bureaucrats are paid an income for their activities. Details on the various

possible income schedules are presented in Assumption 3.

Assumption 3 (income schedules): Denote by I the income of bureaucrat 1 and

by J the income of bureaucrat 2. There are three alternative income schedules:8

� �xed incomes: I = I; J = J , I = J = 0 if B = 0;

� incentive incomes depending on the total budget:

I = I(B), I
0
> 0; I 00 < 0; I(0) = 0;

J = J(B), J
0
> 0; J 00

< 0; J(0) = 0;

� incentive incomes depending on the individual budgets:

I = I(pB), I
0
> 0; I 00 < 0; I(0) = 0;

J = J((1� p)B), J
0
> 0; J 00

< 0; J(0) = 0.

Note that the sponsor can only observe the total departmental budget and the

individual budgets and, therefore, the bureaucratic incomes can only be conditioned

on these budgetary values. The sponsor could not condition incomes on lobbying

e�orts which are unobservable. The sponsor also does not know that xi + yi = 1,

otherwise he could calculate the lobbying e�orts on the basis of his observation of

the total and of the individual budgets. For the results of this paper we do not need

an explicit model for the determination of the bureaucratic incomes. This renders

our results fairly general. In particular, the incentive incomes can be any type of

non-linear concave functions.
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We allow that circumstances from outside the model inuence the bureaucratic

incomes. By way of example, the duration of individual employment may be relevant

for the payment, or special bonus schemes may be awarded to restrain a bureaucrat

from accepting an outside job. Therefore, we have assumed that the agents may earn

di�erent �xed incomes I; J or di�erent incentive incomes I(�); J(�). Of course, our
speci�cations include the special cases of equal incomes I = J , or I(B) = J(B) 8B.
Similarly, if incentive incomes are conditioned on the individual budgets, the income

schedules may well be identical, I(b) = J(b) = f(b) 8b, where b is the individual

budget. In this case the agents get equal incomes if their individual budgets are the

same, for instance, because both apply the same strategies, y1 = y2, whence p = 1=2.

The bureaucrats are egoistic individuals. They want to earn a high income,

but they also get satisfaction from the administration of a high individual bud-

get. Therefore, their individual utilities consist of a weighted average of their

individual budgets and of their personal incomes, where the weights are given by

�i 2 (0; 1); i = 1; 2.

U1 = �1pB + (1� �1)I; (1)

U2 = �2(1� p)B + (1� �2)J: (2)

There are several particularities of these speci�cations which should briey be men-

tioned. First, the linearity of utility has merely been chosen for convenience. All

propositions of the paper are also valid if the more general utility functions U1(pB; I)

and U2((1�p)B; J) are considered.9 Second, we have intentionally excluded the case

of �i = 0. In this case there would be no incentive to antagonistic lobbying if the

incomes depend on the total budget. Third, it would not be meaningful to deduct

disutility from lobbying as further argument in the bureaucrats' utility functions.

Since the total amount of lobbying is exogenously given (xi + yi = 1), and the bu-

reaucrats only split total lobbying into two sub-lobbying activities, their disutility

from lobbying is always the same. If such a constant disutility were introduced into

the utility functions, it would not change any marginal condition.

The bureaucrats face the following budget constraints. First, there is the total

departmental budget appropriated by the sponsor,

B � I + J + 2K; (3)

where I; J correspond to any of the three income schedules treated in the paper and

2K are exogenously given capital investments which are necessary for the comple-

tion of the project. The budget constraint is written as an inequality to allow for
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bureaucratic waste: if the total budget B is strictly greater than the agents' incomes

and the capital investments, the excess money is used for pure waste, for instance

for unnecessary buildings, marble staircases in these buildings, large cars, hiring of

further unproductive employees and the like. If the project is not performed, we

trivially assume that K = 0 and that there is no waste. Only the bureaucrats know

the technology which determines 2K, only they can tell apart money that is spent

for capital investments and money that is spent for waste. The sponsor only observes

what he pays, that is, B; I and J . Therefore, the budget constraint is \soft:" if the

bureaucrats succeed in inducing the sponsor to appropriate a budget in excess of

I; J plus 2K, they can use the excess money for pure waste.

The sponsor splits the total budget into two individual budgets which are as soft

as the total budget. For convenience we assume that for his individual productive

activities each bureaucrat needs capital investments of K. Then, the two individual

budget constraints can be written as follows:

pB � I +K; (1� p)B � J +K: (4)

If a bureaucrat did not comply with his budget constraint, he would be �red or,

alternatively, be subject to an extremely unpleasant monitoring by the sponsor and

the media. Hence, when dividing his e�ort between joint and antagonistic lobbying,

any bureaucrat explicitly takes account of his individual budget constraint.

3 Equilibrium

3.1 Feasibility of the project

Our model is characterized by many exogenous constants, for instance the capital

investments K and, in the case of �xed incomes, I; J . Moreover, there are many

functions whose shape is exogenously given, such as B(�), or the income schedules

I(�); J(�). Therefore, one could well think of situations where even extremely high

joint lobbying would not attain a departmental budget that is high enough to �nance

the project: consider, for instance, a situation where B := B(1; 1) = 500 mill. Euro,

whereas the project requires capital investments of 2K = 2 billion Euro. In this case

the bureaucrats will forget about this project and neither engage in joint lobbying

nor in antagonistic lobbying.

Therefore, before playing the lobbying game, the agents check the feasibility of

the project.10 For this purpose hypothetical lobbying e�orts are calculated by the
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agents, taking as given the e�orts of the other agent. We always choose antagonistic

lobbying yi as instrument variables. Therefore, the bureaucrats consider utilities

Ui(y1; y2), contest success p(y1; y2) and a departmental budget B(1 � y1; 1 � y2).
11

Any agent's maximization has to take into account the boundaries of yi 2 [0; 1].

Therefore, the agents apply the following optimization approach:

max
y12[0;1]

�1pB + (1� �1)I; (5)

max
y22[0;1]

�2(1� p)B + (1� �2)J: (6)

The bureaucrats' calculations lead to Nash values x̂i; ŷi; i = 1; 2:12 The project is

considered not to be feasible if

p(ŷ1; ŷ2) B(x̂1; x̂2) < I +K; (7)

and/or

(1� p(ŷ1; ŷ2)) B(x̂1; x̂2) < J +K; (8)

where I and J refer to all kinds of income schedules as de�ned in Assumption 3. Note

that the bureaucrats ignore the individual budget constraints in their hypothetical

optimization (5) and (6). Therefore they attain hypothetical e�ort levels which may

ful�ll or not ful�ll these individual constraints. If at least one constraint is not

ful�lled, the project is considered not to be feasible. In this case, the bureaucrats

exert neither joint nor antagonistic lobbying, the incomes and the capital investments

are equal to zero.

The chosen feasibility criterion, conditions (7) and (8) is the most plausible one

for the following reasons. Both players know that they await harsh punishment if

they violate the individual budget constraints. First, violation may imply dismissal,

and this is not only feared by the dismissed bureaucrat but also by his fellow because

it takes time to �nd replacement and it takes time to set up the necessary relationship

with a new colleague (which type of budget-formation function B(�) will hold with a

newcomer, is unknown to the bureaucrat who is not �red). Second, if violation does

not imply direct dismissal, but being exposed to strong criticism by the superiors

and by the media, this also throws bad light on the other bureaucrat and, therefore,

he prefers not to follow up a project where his fellow bureaucrat cannot ful�ll his

individual budget constraint.

3.2 Determination of the equilibrium

Let us now assume the project has passed the test of feasibility. This implies that

both bureaucrats know that their individual budget constraints will not be violated
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if the project if performed. Therefore, it is not necessary to explicitly consider these

constraints in the bureaucrats' lobbying game: each agent decides how to split his

lobbying in order to maximize his utility, taking as given the lobbying activities of

the other agent. This is the same optimization as shown in (5) and (6) above. The

Lagrangean functions of the agents' optimization approaches are as follows:

�1pB + (1� �1)I + �11(1� y1) + �12y1; (9)

�2(1� p)B + (1� �2)J + �21(1� y2) + �22y2; (10)

where �ij are the Lagrangean parameters. The �rst-order conditions are di�erent

according to the type of income schedule. For agent 1, we obtain

I = I : [p1B � pB1] �1 � �11 + �12 = 0; (11)

I = I(B) : [p1B � pB1] �1 � (1� �1)I
0
B1 � �11 + �12 = 0; (12)

I = I(pB) : [p1B � pB1]f�1 + (1� �1)I
0g � �11 + �12 = 0; (13)

8I : �11(1� y1) = 0; �12y1 = 0; �11; �12 � 0: (14)

Analogous �rst-order conditions hold for agent 2.13

The bureaucrats' �rst-order conditions determine reaction functions

y1(y2), y2(y1). A Nash equilibrium y
N
1 , y

N
2 of the game is a �xed point

y
N
1 = y1(y2(y

N
1 )) ^ y

N
2 = y2(y1(y

N
2 )).

Proposition 1: (i) There exists a Nash equilibrium y
N
1 ; y

N
2 of the game. (ii) Under

a fairly complicated special assumption (which di�ers according to the income

schedule) this equilibrium is unique.

Proof: presented in Appendix A.1 which will be sent to the reader upon request.

3.3 Equilibrium strategies and income schemes

It can be shown that �xed incomes induce the same behavior as incentive incomes

that depend on the agents' individual budgets. This is a challenging result since a

priori one would have expected that the explicit stipulation of an incentive income

should decisively change the behavior of the bureaucrats.

Proposition 2: The Nash-equilibrium strategies yNi are identical for �xed incomes

and for incomes that depend on the individual budgets.

Proof: Compare the �rst-order conditions (11) and (13). The term [p1B � pB1]

is equal in both conditions. In (11) this term is multiplied by �1 > 0, in (13) by
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�1 + (1 � �1)I
0
> 0: An analogous interpretation holds for the marginal conditions

of the second bureaucrat.

Now consider interior solutions yi 2 [0; 1], whence �ij = 0; i = 1; 2. Then the

following system of two equations in the two unknown variables y1; y2 determines

the strategies both in the case of �xed incomes and of incomes that depend on the

individual budgets: (a) p1B � pB1 = 0; and (b) �p2B � (1 � p)B2 = 0: Since we

have proved the uniqueness of the Nash equilibria, the strategies must therefore be

identical in both cases. The extension to corner solutions is straightforward. 2

Proposition 2 has the following intuitive explanation. Consider bureaucrat 1

(the story for bureaucrat 2 is analogous). If this agent earns a �xed income, he has

lobbying incentives that result from his interest in a high individual budget, that is,

from the term �1pB in his utility function. If his income depends on the individual

budget, he has exactly the same lobbying incentives. First, he is directly interested

in his individual budget, �1pB, and second, he is interested in his personal income

which also is a function of his individual budget, (1 � �1)I(pB). Therefore, this

income schedule does not change the lobbying strategies as compared with a �xed

income. This is di�erent if the incentive income depends on the total budget. Then

agent 1 is directly interested in the individual budget, �1pB, whereas the income

gives another lobbying incentive, namely in favor of joint lobbying, (1� �1)I(B).

On the other hand, while Proposition 2 is plausible, it is de�nitely surprising.

After all, a �xed income implies a utility function which is linear in the individual

budget, whereas an incentive income, that depends on the individual budget, implies

a utility function that is concave in the individual budget. Hence, the reader might

have expected di�erences in the lobbying activities which would be similar to the

di�erences in rent-seeking strategies of risk-neutral and risk-averse agents. We know

from Konrad and Schlesinger (1997) that the risk-averse agent tends to spend less

for rent-seeking because he fears the risk, but at the same time tends to spend more

because this increases the likelihood of success; which e�ect dominates, depends on

the speci�cations of the relevant functions and parameters. Note, however, that our

model di�ers decisively from the type of rent-seeking model applied in Konrad and

Schlesinger. First, in our model there is no risk. Neither �i nor p are probabilities.

Second, the question of more or less expenditures for lobbying is a non-question

in our model since the total investment in lobbying is always unity; it is only the

split-up of the lobbying activities which matters. Third, the concavity of I and J is

set by the sponsor and not by the bureaucrats.
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3.4 Types of equilibria

Let us distinguish the following three types of equilibria:14

� `Full conict' refers to an equilibrium where y
N
1 = y

N
2 = 1, that is, there is no

joint lobbying, but only antagonistic lobbying.

� `Full cooperation' refers to an equilibrium where y
N
1 = y

N
2 = 0, that is, the

bureaucrats spend all their time for joint lobbying, there is no antagonism.

� `Partial cooperation' comprises all other equilibria, for instance:15

{ both bureaucrats split their e�orts between joint and antagonistic lobbying,

{ one bureaucrat devotes all his e�ort to joint lobbying, whereas the other splits

his e�ort,

{ one bureaucrat devotes all his e�ort to antagonistic lobbying, whereas the other

splits his e�ort,

{ one bureaucrat devotes all his e�ort to joint lobbying, the other devotes all his

e�ort to antagonistic lobbying.

After presenting this typology, we immediately recognize that a full-conict

equilibrium is precluded in our model.

Proposition 3: Full conict (yN1 = y
N
2 = 1) can never be an equilibrium.

Proof: yN1 = y
N
2 = 1 implies xN1 = x

N
2 = 0, B(0; 0) = 0. This implies utilities

U1(0; 0) = U2(0; 0) = 0. Any joint lobbying activity will increase the utility of at

least one agent. 2

4 Characterization of the equilibria

4.1 Rewriting the �rst-order conditions

For the following characterization of the various types of equilibria we will rewrite the

�rst-order conditions (11) to (13). For this purpose let us assume that the budget-

formation function B exhibits constant returns to scale. This implies B(x1; x2) =

x1B1(x1; x2)+x2B2(x1; x2). Therefore, the �rst-order conditions of the bureaucrats'

optimization approach can be written as

p1x1B1 + p1x2B2 � L1B1
>
=
<

0; (15)
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�p2x1B1 � p2x2B2 � L2B2
>
=
<

0; (16)

where all functions are evaluated at the relevant equilibrium strategies (yN1 ; y
N
2 ):

The rewritten �rst-order conditions reveal the most important consequences of the

assumption of constant returns to scale: it does not matter how e�ective the bureau-

crats are in their joint lobbying. What really matters is the ratio B1=B2: is agent 1

more e�ective in joint lobbying than agent 2?

The di�erences in income schedules are captured by the variables Li. They are

identical for �xed incomes and for incomes that depend on the individual budgets,

L1 = p; L2 = 1� p: (17)

In contrast, if the incomes depend on the total budget, we obtain

L1 = p +
1� �1

�1
I
0(B); L2 = 1� p +

1� �2

�2
J
0(B): (18)

To get more insight into the rewritten �rst-order conditions, consider the following

two extreme scenarios. First, for the sake of the argument, assume that antagonistic

lobbying is fully ine�ective, jpij = 0. We ignore for the moment that this contra-

dicts Assumption 2. It can easily be seen that in this case there is no incentive to

antagonistic lobbying whatsoever. We substitute into (15) and (16) and obtain16

�L1B1 < 0) y1 = 0; �L2B2 < 0) y2 = 0: (19)

Second, consider the scenarios where p1 = L1=x
N
1 or �p2 = L2=x

N
2 . Then antago-

nistic lobbying is highly e�ective: a bureaucrat who faces so large a jpij will devote
all of his time to �ght his colleague.17 We substitute into (15) and (16) and get

p1x2B2 > 0) y
N
1 = 1; �p2x1B1 > 0) y

N
2 = 1: (20)

The two extreme scenarios illustrate that it will be the straightforward way to char-

acterize the various types of equilibria by the particular boundaries of the e�ective-

ness of antagonistic lobbying.

4.2 Full cooperation

Full cooperation is given if the bureaucrats do not exert any antagonistic lobbying,

y
N
1 = y

N
2 = 0. In this case the agents face the following conditions

p1x1B1 + p1x2B2 � L1B1 � 0; (21)

�p2x1B1 � p2x2B2 � L2B2 � 0: (22)
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We substitute the particular properties of the full-cooperation case, that is, xN1 =

x
N
2 = 1, and p1(0; 0) = �p2(0; 0).18 Then we combine the conditions for agent 1 and

agent 2 and obtain
L2 � p1

p1
� B1

B2

� p1

L1 � p1
: (23)

It can easily be shown that these two inequalities can only hold if

p1 �
L1L2

L1 + L2

: (24)

Since in the full-cooperation case p1 = �p2, the same upper limit holds for the

second bureaucrat. This upper limit is particularly simple for �xed incomes and for

incomes that depend on the individual budgets. Recall that Assumption 2 requires

p(0; 0) = 1=2. Therefore, we have L1 = L2 = 1=2 which implies

p1 � 1=4; �p2 � 1=4: (25)

Proposition 4: (i) Full cooperation can occur as an equilibrium of the game if

antagonistic lobbying is suÆciently ine�ective.

(ii) If antagonistic lobbying is extremely ine�ective (p1 ! 0), then full cooperation

will occur regardless of how e�ective the agents are in their joint lobbying.

(iii) If antagonistic lobbying is low but relatively e�ective (p1 ! L1L2=(L1 + L2)),

full coordination requires equal eÆciency in joint lobbying (B1 = B2) if the agents

earn �xed incomes or incomes that depend on the individual budgets.

Proof: (i) follows directly from (24) and also from (25).

(ii) Substitute p1 ! 0 into the conditions (23). Then, (23) converges to

1 � B1=B2 � 0.

(iii) Substitute p1 = L1L2=(L1 + L2) into the conditions (23). The result is

L2=L1 � B1=B2 � L2=L1 which can only hold if B1=B2 = L2=L1. For �xed incomes

and incomes that depend on the individual budgets, we have L1 = L2 = 1=2 and,

therefore B1 = B2. 2

Proposition 4(i) is fairly straightforward: it is kind of trivial that full cooper-

ation occurs if antagonistic lobbying is suÆciently ine�ective. More interesting are

the statements of Proposition 4(ii) and 4(iii) which refer to the interplay between

antagonistic and joint lobbying. If the agents are fully ine�ective in antagonistic

lobbying, it only matters that there is some e�ectiveness in joint lobbying.19 How-

ever, if the agents become more e�ective in antagonistic lobbying, full cooperation

will only occur if they are similarly e�ective in joint lobbying, at least if they earn
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�xed incomes or incomes that depend on the individual budgets. This result is due

to the constant-returns-to-scale assumption which yields a maximum budget if both

agents are equally e�ective. If the incentive incomes depend on the total budget,

this result is changed because the di�erent income schedules (I 0(B) 6= J
0(B)) give

diverging incentives. Therefore, in this case relatively e�ective antagonistic lobbyists

will in the full-cooperation equilibrium adjust to an inverse-e�ectiveness condition

B1=B2 = L2=L1.

4.3 Partial cooperation

It would be tedious to present a detailed analysis of all the various types of partial

cooperation. We rather restrict the discussion to the cases of polarization and split

lobbying. We �rst consider polarization where bureaucrat 1 engages only in joint

lobbying, yN1 = 0, whereas bureaucrat 2 engages only in antagonistic lobbying,

y
N
2 = 1. The agents face the following conditions

p1x1B1 + p1x2B2 � L1B1 � 0; (26)

�p2x1B1 � p2x2B2 � L2B2 � 0: (27)

Substituting the particular properties of the polarization case, that is, xN1 = 1 and

x
N
2 = 0, we obtain

p1 � L1 ; (28)

�p2 � L2

B2

B1

: (29)

These conditions should be compared with the case of full cooperation, where the

agents are relatively ine�ective in their antagonistic lobbying. In contrast, in the

polarization case the aggressive bureaucrat 2 is quite successful in the �ght against

the other player and less e�ective in the joint �ght for the departmental budget.

Bureaucrat 1, on the other hand, recognizes that antagonistic lobbying promises

low success, although p1 may well be higher than in the case of full cooperation.

Consequently, bureaucrat 2 fully specializes in the hostile strategy, while bureaucrat

1 fully specializes in joint lobbying. We obtain the following proposition.

Proposition 5: Polarization with y
N
1 = 0 and y

N
2 = 1 can occur as an equilibrium

of the game if the hostile agent is e�ective in antagonistic lobbying but less e�ective

in joint lobbying. It is the other way round for the friendly agent.

Proof: follows directly from (28) and (29). 2
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Next we analyse the case of split lobbying, where both agents engage in both

types of lobbying, yN1 ; y
N
2 2 (0; 1). The agents face the following �rst-order conditions

p1x1B1 + p1x2B2 � L1B1 = 0; (30)

�p2x1B1 � p2x2B2 � L2B2 = 0; (31)

which can be rewritten as

p1 =
L1

x1 + x2B2=B1

<
L1

x1
; (32)

�p2 =
L2

x2 + x1B1=B2

<
L2

x2
: (33)

To evaluate this result recall the extreme scenarios mentioned in subsection 4.1,

where p1 = L1=x
N
1 or �p2 = L2=x

N
2 were shown to induce full antagonistic lobbying.

The conditions (32) and (33) show that in a split-lobbying equilibrium the values

of p1 and �p2 are signi�cantly below these upper limits. On the other hand, p1 and

�p2 must be larger than in the case of full cooperation. Therefore, we have the

following proposition:

Proposition 6: A split-lobbying equilibrium requires medium eÆciency in antago-

nistic lobbying, where \medium eÆciency" means

L1

x1

�����
yN
1
=yN

2
=1

> p1 >
L1L2

L1 + L2

�����
yN
1
=yN

2
=0

:

Proof: follows directly from (32) and (33), and a comparison with (24). 2

Any more detailed interpretation of the equalities in (32) and (33) is tricky, since

both sides of the equalities are determined by the strategies yN1 and y
N
2 . However,

a particular connection between antagonistic and joint lobbying can be found by

dividing the equalities in (32) and in (33). This yields

p1

�p2
=

L1

L2

� B1

B2

: (34)

Accordingly, split lobbying requires a proportionality between the relative eÆciency

of antagonistic and joint lobbying, the proportionality factor being L1=L2. This

factor is equal to unity if the agents' incomes are �xed or depend on the individ-

ual budgets, and if these agents spend the same amount of e�ort for antagonistic

lobbying (yN1 = y
N
2 ) p = 1=2) L1 = L2).
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To provide a better intuitive feeling of what goes on in a split-lobbying case,

let us calculate a simple example for �xed incomes and incentive incomes that

depend on the individual budgets (L1 = p;L2 = 1 � p). We choose a constant-

returns-to-scale technology B = ax1 + x2, where the �rst agent is more e�ective in

joint lobbying, a > 1. The contest-success function is speci�ed according to Tullock

(1980), p = y1=(y1 + y2). Then we have p1 = y2=(y1 + y2)
2 and �p2 = y1=(y1 + y2)

2.

Split lobbying requires

p1 = L1B1=B; (35)

�p2 = L2B2=B: (36)

Substituting for pi;Li; Bi and B, we obtain the following system of equations:

ay
2
1 + y

2
2 + 2ay1y2 � (1 + a)y2 = 0; (37)

ay
2
1 + y

2
2 + 2y1y2 � (1 + a)y1 = 0: (38)

-
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Figure 1: Antagonistic strategies (example)

Figure 1 presents the antagonistic-lobbying strategies which result from the

example.20 If a = 1, both agents split their activity evenly between antagonistic and

joint lobbying (yN1 = y
N
2 = 0:5). For a > 1, both agents concentrate on that type of

lobbying in which they have a relative advantage: agent 1 devotes more than 50 per

cent of his time for joint lobbying, agent 2 spends more than 50 per cent of his time

for antagonistic lobbying. Increasing a implies a sharp increase in agent 2's hostility,

while it only leads to a weak increase of agent 1's joint lobbying. Too pronounced

di�erences in the e�ectiveness of joint lobbying make split lobbying impossible: if a

exceeds 3+2
p
2 ' 5; 828, agent 2 will fully engage in antagonistic lobbying, choosing

y
N
2 = 1 and, therefore, leave the split-cooperation case.
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5 Remarks on the extent of pure waste

Until now we have investigated the choice of the bureaucrats' lobbying investments:

after checking the feasibility of the project, the agents maximize their objective

functions with respect to the antagonistic lobbying e�orts y1 and y2. The feasibility

check guarantees that the individual budget constraints are never violated. They

may be binding or non-binding at the agents' Nash equilibrium. This implies four

possible cases as shown in �gure 1.21

pB = I +K pB > I +K

(1� p) = J +K (1� p)B = J +K

pB = I +K pB > I +K

(1� p)B > J +K (1� p)B > J +K

Table 1: Individual budget constraints at the Nash equilibrium

These four cases di�er with respect to the extent of pure waste. Whether any

individual budget constraint is binding or not, depends on the agents' choice of

lobbying and on the exogenous framework: the exogenously given functions p; B and

I, and the exogenously given constant K. Therefore, any of the four cases of Table 1

can occur, depending on the particular constellation of the framework of the model.

Let us rewrite the individual budget constraints by explicitly introducing pure

waste as slack variables W1;W2:

pB = I +K +W1; (39)

(1� p)B = J +K +W2: (40)

The pure-waste variables measure the degree of slack in the individual budget con-

straints. For the following we concentrate on agent 1. The extension to agent 2 is

straightforward.

The slack variable W1 is zero if the particular constellation of the exogenous

framework implies that at the agents' Nash equilibrium we have pB = I +K. This

constellation makes it impossible for the agent to devote money to waste. However,

the framework may also allow for pB > I + K, in which case pure waste occurs.

The agent is always interested in fully exhausting the possibility of waste, since his

utility is monotonically increasing in waste, as can easily be seen by substituting

(39) into the agent's objective function:

�1pB + (1� �1)I � �1(I +K +W1) + (1� �1)I: (41)
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The Niskanen type of bureaucrat has no incentive whatsoever to return money

to the sponsor; whenever it is possible he will use the money for waste. And

this behavior is always the same regardless of the chosen income schedule: the

incentive incomes do not reduce waste. We can formulate the following Proposition 7.

Proposition 7: If at the agents' Nash equilibrium the exogenous framework o�ers

the possibility of pure waste, pB > I + K, then this possibility will always fully

be exhausted by the bureaucrat. This holds for a �xed income as well as for an

incentive income regardless of whether it depends on the individual budget or on

the total departmental budget.

Proof: trivial. 2

6 Conclusion

This paper deals with the trade-o� between joint lobbying and antagonistic lobbying.

Joint lobbying determines the total budget that is awarded to a group of bureaucrats,

whereas antagonistic lobbying characterizes the contest among the bureaucrats who

�ght each other to get a high share in the total budget. Each bureaucrat has to

consider a budget constraint, that is, his budget must be suÆciently high to cover

his personal income and his share of the investment costs. If a budget constraint

is not binding, the remaining money is used for pure waste. We have obtained the

following results:

� Fixed incomes induce the same behavior as incentive incomes that depend on the

agents' individual budgets. Incentive incomes that depend on the total departmental

budget give an incentive to increased joint lobbying.

� Full cooperation can occur as an equilibrium if antagonistic lobbying is suÆciently

ine�ective. \Split lobbying" requires medium eÆciency in antagonistic lobbying.

\Polarization," where one bureaucrat abstains from antagonistic lobbying whereas

the other bureaucrat abstains from joint lobbying, is a Nash equilibrium if the hostile

agent is e�ective in antagonistic lobbying but less e�ective in joint lobbying. It is

the other way round for the friendly agent.

� The bureaucrats will always fully exhaust any possibility to spend money for pure

waste. This holds for all the various types of incomes treated in this paper: incentive

incomes do not reduce waste.

Recently, in most European countries there have been debates about the

introduction of incentive payments for civil servants and employees in the public
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sector. Starting from models of private �rms the eÆciency-improving consequenes

of incentive incomes have been taken for granted and, accordingly, the incentive

schedules often have been seen as a panacea against public-sector ineÆciencies.

Counterarguments in the public discussion typically refer to the multidimensionality

of the tasks performed by civil servants or employees in the public sector. A good

example is the recent German debate about the introduction of incentive salaries

for university professors. The present paper challenges the belief in the superiority

of incentive payments in the public sector even for the case of one-dimensional

tasks. It is shown that bureaucrats whose income depends on their individual

budgets behave exactly in the same way as bureaucrats who are paid a �xed income.
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Notes

1There are various other papers whose models di�er decisively from ours, but

that also distinguish between e�orts that increase the prize for the group and e�orts

which increase the individual share in this prize. See, for instance, Glazer's (2002)

distinction between external and internal rent seeking and Inderst et al.'s (2002) dis-

tinction between inter-divisional and intradivisional contests in hierarchical �rms.

In Konrad (2000) the agents choose rent-seeking e�orts which increase the proba-

bility to gain a prize and sabotage e�orts which reduce the probability that other

contestants get the prize.

2The subscripts denote partial derivatives.

3This assumption will be made in section 4 below, but only in this very section.

4Functions of this type produce particular problems with respect to the unique-

ness of equilibria. See, for instance, Skaperdas (1992: 724).

5We do not impose any restrictions on the cross derivative p12.
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6An interesting contest-success function is presented in Nitzan (1991a: 1524) and

in Nitzan (1991b: 44). In these papers a proportion a of the rent is distributed on

egalitarian grounds and the rest is distributed according to relative e�ort. In our

paper this would imply a speci�cation p = a �1=2+(1�a) �y1=(y1+y2): In the same

way as Tullock's ratio model, Nitzan's function is not well-de�ned if y1 = y2 = 0.

7Hirshleifer's function is, for example, applied in Skaperdas (1992). In our model

it is not guaranteed, and in fact it is impossible for a large class of problems, to

guarantee the existence of interior equilibria in the case of the Hirshleifer function,

whereas the Tullock function leads to robust interior solutions. Compare K�orber and

Kolmar (1996).

8A straightforward extension of our model would refer to income schedules which

combine the three alternatives mentioned in Assumption 3, for instance, I = �1I1+

�2I2(B) + �3I3(pB):

9With positive �rst derivatives and weakly negative second derivatives.

10Such a �rst stage on the decision of whether to enter the game or not can

implicitly be found in Katz et al. (1990), Nitzan (1991), Davis and Reilly (1999) {

they all restrict the analysis to interior solutions of lobbying, thus excluding the case

where the agents decide not to lobby at all. An explicit modelling of such a two-stage

setting can be found in W�arneryd (1998) and M�uller and W�arneryd (2001).

11If no misunderstanding is possible, we will drop all functional dependencies of

the various functions, that is to say, p = p(y1; y2), B = B(1� y1; 1� y2), etc.

12For existence and uniqueness of this Nash equilibrium see Appendix A.1 which

will be sent to the reader on request.

13Replace p1 with �p2, p with (1 � p), I 0 with J
0 and all subscripts `1' with

subscripts `2.'

14Note that the terminology of this paper di�ers from Skaperdas (1992). The

de�nition of full cooperation is the same, but partial cooperation in his paper only

refers to Pareto-eÆcient outcomes of the game. We do not impose this restriction,

hence, our de�nition is much wider. On the other hand, our de�nition of full conict

is much narrower than his de�nition of conict.
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15Details are given in appendix A.2.

16Note that p1 = 0 implies yN1 = 0, but that yN1 = 0 may also occur for p1 > 0:

An analogous warning holds for the equations (20).

17The case where both agents face so large a jpij was excluded in Proposition 3.

18This property follows from the anonymity of agents, see Assumption 2. Di�er-

entiate the equation p(y1; y2) = 1 � p(y2; y1) with respect to y1 to get p1(y1; y2) =

�p2(y2; y1) and evaluate at the equilibrium y
N
1 ; y

N
2 = (0; 0).

19This is wrong in Skaperdas (1992) who accentuates this requirement of (nearly)

identical opportunity costs for all cases of full-cooperation equilibria.

20Details of the solution of this system of equations are presented in Appendix

A.3.

21If both constraints are binding, the constraints could directly be used to deter-

mine y1 and y2, as shown in an example in the Appendix.
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Appendix (not for publication)

A.1 Proof of Proposition 122

(i) Existence of the Nash equilibrium of stage 2 of the game:23

The second-order conditions of U1; U2 with respect to y1; y2 are always ful�lled. For

agent 1 the partial derivatives @2U1=@y
2
1 are as follows:

I = I : [p11B � 2p1B1 + pB11] �1 < 0;

I = I(B) : [p11B � 2p1B1 + pB11] �1 + (1� �1)[I
00
B

2
1 + I

0
B11] < 0;

I = I(pB) : [p11B � 2p1B1 + pB11] f�1 + (1� �)I 0g+ (p1B � pB1)
2(1� �1)I

00
< 0:

Analogous second-order conditions prevail for agent 2. The strict inequalities follow

from Assumptions 1,2 and 3.

Both individuals' optimization problems are strictly convex, which implies

that a maximizer exists and is unique. This guarantees the existence of reaction

functions y1(y2) : [0; 1]� [0; 1] ! [0; 1]; y2(y1) : [0; 1]� [0; 1] ! [0; 1]. Furthermore,

p; p1; p2; B; B1; B2; B11; B22 are all continuous, which implies that the reaction

functions are continuous as well. The existence of an equilibrium is therefore a

direct consequence of Brouwer's �xed-point theorem. 2

(ii) Uniqueness of the bureaucrats' Nash equilibrium.24

In any equilibrium of stage 2 of the game we can either have y
N
i 2 (0; 1) or

y
N
i = f0; 1g. In the latter case, it can either be characterized by @Ui=@yi = 0 or

@Ui=@yi 6= 0. Equilibria in which the inequality condition is ful�lled for at least one

individual will be called boundary equilibria, whereas all other equilibria will be

called interior equilibria.

Lemma A.1: If there exists no equilibrium that is locally unstable, then the

equilibrium y
N
1 ; y

N
2 is unique.

Proof: See Skaperdas (1992), proof of Theorem 2. 2

Hence, it suÆces to rule out local instability of equilibria.

Lemma A.2: Every boundary equilibrium y
N
1 ; y

N
2 is locally stable.

Proof: A boundary equilibrium is characterized by @Ui=@yi < 0 if yi = 0 or by

@Ui=@yi > 0 if yi = 1. In both cases there is no incentive to deviate from the corner

solution. 2
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Lemma A.3: An interior equilibrium y
N
1 ; y

N
2 is locally stable if and only if

dy1(y2)=dy2 � dy2(y1)=dy1 < 1 at the equilibrium. This holds under a fairly compli-

cated special assumption (which di�ers according to the income schedule).

The derivative of the reaction function of agent i with respect to a change

in yj can be derived by totally di�erentiating the �rst-order condition of agent i

with respect to yi and yj (remember that we are in an interior equilibrium, hence

@Ui=@yi = 0). This yields

@yi(yj)

@yj
= �

@
2
Ui

@yi@yj

@
2
Ui

@y2i

; i; j = 1; 2; i 6= j: (A.1)

Hence, local stability requires that

@
2
U1

@y1@y2

@
2
U1

@y21

@
2
U2

@y2@y1

@
2
U2

@y22

< 1: (A.2)

Consider the case of �xed incomes, I = I; J = J . Then the second deriva-

tives in (A.2) are @
2
U1=@y

2
1 = �1(p11B � 2p1B1 + pB11), @

2
U1=(@y1@y2) =

�1(p12B � p1B2 � p2B1 + pB12), @
2
U2=@y

2
2 = �2(� p22B + 2p2B2 + (1� p)B22), and

@
2
U2=(@y2@y1) = �2(�p12F +p1F2+p2F1+(1�p)F12). Substituting in (A.2) yields

the condition for local stability. For incentive incomes the various terms become

more complicated, but the procedure is identical. 2

Lemmas 1 to 3 imply Proposition 1(ii). 2

(iii) Uniqueness in a special case.

If a departmental budget B is achieved by joint lobbying and this budget is bind-

ing, there may be a continuum of fx1; x2g-values which lead to the same budget.

Consider, for instance, the following case:

B(x1; x2) = x1 + x2;

where

B = I + J + 2K = 1:

However, this continuum of solutions { a problem which is well-known from many

public-good analyses { does not imply that there is a continuum of solutions in
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stage 2 of our game. The binding departmental budget constraints requires binding

individual constraints,

pB = I +K;

(1� p)B = J +K:

Given Assumption 2,25 this system of equation implies a unique solution

fxN1 ; xN2 ; yN1 ; yN2 g in spite of the continuum of solutions for equation (A.3). Con-

sider, for instance the following case where p(y1; y2) is de�ned according to Tullock

(1980), that is,

p(y1; y2) =
y1

y1 + y2
:

Let us require, say,

pB = 0:4; (1� p)B = 0:6:

Solving this system of equations for y1 and y2 yields the unique values of y1 = 0:4

and y2 = 0:6.

A.2 Types of equilibria

Table A.1 presents the precise characterization of the various Nash equilibria which

may result from the one-shot game.26 All functions are evaluated at the values

given in columns yN1 ; y
N
2 .
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eq. strategies FOC condition for existence

y
N
1

y
N
2

ind. 1 ind. 2

full cooperation:

0 0 U
1

1
� 0 U

2

2
� 0

L� p1

p1
�

B1

B2

�
p1

L � p1
:

partial cooperation:

split lobbying: (0; 1) (0; 1) U
1

1
= 0 U

2

2
= 0

x2p1

L1 � p1x1
=

B1

B2

=
L2 + p2x2

�p2x1

^ L1 > p1x1; L2 > �p2x2

coop. subm.1: 0 (0; 1) U
1

1
� 0 U

2

2
= 0

x2p1

L1 � p1
�

B1

B2

=
L2 + x2p2

�p2

^ L1 > p1; L2 > �p2x2

coop. subm.2: (0; 1) 0 U
1

1
= 0 U

2

2
� 0

p1

L1 � x1p1
=

B1

B2

�
L2 + p2

�x1p2

^ L1 > p1x1; L2 > �p2

conict subm.1: (0; 1) 1 U
1

1
= 0 U

2

2
� 0

B1

B2

�
L2

�x1p2

^ L1 = p1x1

conict subm.2: 1 (0; 1) U
1

1
� 0 U

2

2
= 0

B1

B2

�
x2p1

L1

^ L2 = �p2x2

polarization 1: 0 1 U
1

1
� 0 U

2

2
� 0

B1

B2

�
L2

�p2

^ L1 � p1

polarization 2: 1 0 U
1

1
� 0 U

2

2
� 0

B1

B2

�
p1

L1

^ L2 � �p2

Table A.1: Equilibrium strategies and conditions for their existence.

(FOC as de�ned in (11) to (13); coop. = cooperation, subm. = submission.

U
i

i
:= @Ui=@yi; i = 1; 2:)
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A.3 Split lobbying: the calculation of the example

This example was calculated using Maple V Release 5.27 The relevant equations

ay
2
1 + y

2
2 + 2ay1y2 � (1 + a)y2 = 0; (37)

ay
2
1 + y

2
2 + 2y1y2 � (1 + a)y1 = 0: (38)

imply the following feasible solutions:

y
N
1 (a) =

1

2
� (4

p
a� 4)(1 + a)

(4a� 4)

 
(4
p
a� 4)a

4a� 4 � (4
p
a� 4)

4a� 4 + 1

! ;

y
N
2 (a) =

1

2
� (4

p
a� 4)(1 + a)

4a� 4
:

These solutions for yN1 and y
N
2 are presented in �gure 1 in the text. The following

solutions are infeasible:

� y1 = y2 = 0: Since we use the Tullock contest-success function p = y1=(y1 + y2),

neither p, nor p1, nor p2 are de�ned in our example if y1 = y2 = 0.

� y1 =
1 + a
a� 1; y2 = �1 + a

a� 1: Every positive y1 is matched by a negative y2 and

vice versa. This violates the non-negativity constraints for y1 and y2 (Assumption 2).

A.4 Endogenizing the sum of lobbying e�orts

In the text we have assumed that the total time endowment for lobbying is

exogenously given, xi + yi = 1. In this extension we show that this assumption can

easily be given up without changing the qualitative results.

Let us assume that the agents split their total endowment of time into joint-

lobbying e�orts xi, antagonistic-lobbying e�orts yi and productive e�orts ei, where

xi + yi + ei = 1, i = 1; 2: We assume that ei 2 [emin
i ; 1], where e

min
i > 0 are the

minimal amounts of productive e�orts the bureaucrats must exert unless they will

be �red. This implies the assumption that the bureaucrats must produce at least a

minimal amount of output. Although the sponsor cannot exactly observe the agents'

output, he recognizes if the public-good supply falls below some very low threshold.

Maybe, it is the media which make him recognize this far-reaching failure of the

bureaucrats.

The explicit introduction of productive e�orts refers to the following production

technology.
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Assumption 1� (production technology, joint lobbying): The total depart-

mental budget consists of the monetary expenditures for a particular public good

plus additional money which results from joint lobbying:

B = G(e1; e2; 2K) + L(x1; x2):

The functions G and L are twice continuously di�erentiable. They exhibit positive

but non-increasing marginal products, B1 > 0, B2 > 0, B11 � 0 and B22 � 0;

L1 > 0, L2 > 0, L11 � 0 and L22 � 0. The cross derivatives B12 and L12 may be

zero, positive, or negative. L(0; 0) = 0, L(1� e
min
1 ; 1� e

min
2 ) = L.

Assumption 1� replaces assumption 1. G are the minimal expenditures which

are necessary to produce a particular public good, given the bureaucratic produc-

tion e�orts e1; e2 and the capital investments 2K. The joint-lobbying e�orts aim at

increasing the total departmental budget above the purely productive expenditures

G(�). Only the bureaucrats know the precise technology which drives G(�), only they
can tell apart G and L. (The only exception is the above-mentioned minimal level

of public-good supply.)

Once again, the total budget �nances the bureaucratic incomes plus the capital

investments plus, possibly, pure waste,

B = G(e1; e2; 2K) + L(x1; x2) � I + J + 2K:

To understand this inequality properly, the reader may consider that a fully informed

sponsor would appropriate a budget with L = 0, that is,

B = G(e1; e2; 2K) = I + J + 2K;

where I and J were considered as compensations for the productive e�orts e1 and

e2. The sponsor's lack of information enables the bureaucrats to induce L > 0, which

partly may increase their incomes and partly may be used for pure waste.

Assumption 2 (antagonistic lobbying) and Assumption 3 (income schedules)

remain unchanged. It is impossible to condition incomes on the amount of productive

e�orts because these are private information of the bureaucrats. The bureaucrats'

objective functions also remain unchanged. In these objective functions there is still

no need to explicitly consider the agents' disutilities from e�ort since the sum of all

e�orts is exogenous and normalized to unity and we do not assume that di�erent

kinds of e�orts cause di�erent disutilities.

Once again we assume that the agents �rst decide on the feasibility of the

project. If the project if found feasible, each agent maximizes his utility with respect
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to ei and yi considering the special constraints for this two instrument variables, and

taking as given the e�orts of the other bureaucrat. Let us present the optimization

approach of agent 1, the extension to agent 2 is straightforward.

max
e1;y1

�1pB + (1� �1)I

subject to

e1 2 [emin
1 ; 1]; (�11; �12);

y1 2 [0; 1� e1]; (�13; �14);

where �11 to �14 are the Lagrangean parameters associated with the constraints.

Completely new are the results which refer to the optimal choice of productive-e�ort

levels ei. The �rst-order conditions are di�erent according to the type of income

schedule. For agent 1, we obtain

I = I : p[G1 � L1]f�1g >
=
<

0; (A.3)

I = I(B) : [G1 � L1]fp�1 + (1� �1)I
0g >

=
<

0; (A.4)

I = I(pB) : p[G1 � L1]f�1 + (1� �)I 0g >
=
<

0:

8I : �11(1� e1) = 0; �12e1 = 0 �11; �12 � 0: (A.5)

Analogous conditions hold for agent 2. Since in (A.3) to (A.5) the terms in braces are

always strictly positive, we have the following interesting result. Of course, the quan-

tities of productive e�ort will di�er according to the income schedule the bureaucrats

face. However, the qualitative results are independent of the income schedule. There

will be no lobbying at all if the bureaucrats can most easily increase their budget

by increasing the amount of the public good (G1 > L1 ) e1 = 1). On the other

hand, the bureaucrats will only exert minimal e�ort if lobbying is the easier way to

maximize the individual budgets (G1 < L1 ) e1 = e
min
1 ).

When it comes to the di�erentiation with respect to the antagonistic-lobbying

e�orts yi, we recognize that the results are qualitatively the same as in sections 3

and 4. For agent 1, we obtain the following �rst-order conditions:

I = I : [p1B � pL1]f�1g >
=
<

0;
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I = I(B) : [p1B � pL1]�1 � (1� �1)I
0
L1

>
=
<

0;

I = I(pB) : [p1B � pL1]f�1 + (1� �1)I
0g >

=
<

0:

8I : �13(1� y1) = 0; �14y1 = 0; �13; �14 � 0:

These conditions imply the same qualitative results as (11) to (13) in the text. The

only di�erence consists in L1 replacing B1. The explicit consideration of productive

e�orts ei changes the boundaries of the antagonistic-e�ort levels, but otherwise we

face the same type of corner solutions. Therefore, all qualitative results of the text

hold as well if the total time endowment for lobbying is endogenized.

Notes

22This proof follows B�os and Kolmar (2000).

23For the hypothetical Nash equilibrium of stage 1 a similar proof holds.

24For the hypothetical Nash equilibrium of stage 1 a similar proof holds.

25Note that Assumption 2 excludes a sharing rule with equal shares regardless of

the antagonistic e�orts, that is, p(y1; y2) = 1=2 8y1; y2. Such a sharing rule would

not guarantee an equilibrium with B = x1 + x2 for all possible realizations of pB

and (1� p)B given B = I + J + 2K.

26Compare Table A.1 in B�os and Kolmar (2000).

27I gratefully acknowledge the help of Torsten Krause.
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